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Should Amateurs be Allowed to Collect Artifacts? 

 

Many individuals, including some professional/academic archaeologists, are concerned about the rise in 

amateur interest in artifact collecting.  These individuals fear that valuable information, including artifact 

type and its context, will be lost when these relics of the past are removed from the ground.  Additionally 

they argue that the promotion of Artifact Shows where these artifacts are sold at high dollar values 

promote “greed” and therefore “cheapen” the historical value of such artifacts.   

 

Although the above concerns are warranted to some degree, the following counter-points need to be 

considered before dismissing the amateur collector: 

 

 Many of the famous American archaeologists who have contributed greatly to the field of 

archaeology started out as amateur collectors.  

 Most amateur finds are found through surface hunting of plowed fields and streams where the soil 

has been disturbed by human or natural forces and therefore renders artifacts “out of context” 

with their surroundings.  Artifacts found on gravel bars along rivers have often been transported 

by the tumbling action of water great distances from their original source.   

 Professional/academic archaeologists working for museums and universities are few in number 

and have limited financial resources to conduct rapid and extensive archaeological work.  Often 

times, unscrupulous “pot hunters” beat these trained archaeologists to Indian settlement sites 

before proper research can be conducted.  Caring amateur archaeologists who keep meticulous 

relic records (see Arti-FACT sheet titled “Documentation/Proper Storage – the Collector’s 

Responsibility”) can help the archaeological field by quickly hunting these sites and collecting 

artifacts/valuable information which can later be shared with the academic community.   

 Many of the surface artifacts have been in the ground for thousands of years experiencing the 

weathering forces of the elements.  Many of the exposed artifacts (long Clovis points, winged 

bannerstones, etc.) can be broken by farm machinery or picked up by pot hunters who have no 

intention of keeping good records.  Why not collect these valuable relics before the forces of 

nature, tractors/plows or unscrupulous collectors destroy the resource?! 

 Artifact shows are a part of the American free market system and have been with us for most of 

our history as a nation.  As long as the artifacts have good records to go with the sale, the 

information is passed on to others.  The many artifacts which do not have “provenance” are 

purchased at buyer’s risk and at least provide an aesthetic value to the collector. 

 Many of the artifacts collected and traded on the open market are common artifacts which 

contribute limited new information to the field of archaeology due to years of extensive research 

already conducted on these relics.   

 Most professional/academic archaeologists pursue the study of artifacts and American prehistory 

from an evolutionary/secular humanist worldview.  Most of their finds are kept hidden from 

public view and the information shared is often misleading.  Creationist artifact hunters, who 

seldom would be accepted by the current professional/academic archaeology community, should 

have the same rights as secular artifact hunters in the hunting, collecting and distribution of 

archaeological information from a Biblical worldview! 

 

*Drafted by Jim Burns on 6-21-2012.   


